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In the past 25 years there have been many fascinating develop-
ments which significantly shaped industrial automation to how 
we know it today. First there was the transformation of propriety 

hardware and software components to products complying with open, 
internationally adopted standards. Next there was the race of integra-
tion of components at all levels of the automation pyramid from a 
communication, engineering, operating and control and maintenance 
point of view [1]. This led to the ‘wars’ between fieldbuses (eg Foun-
dation Fieldbus versus PROFIBUS), between soft and conventional 
Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs) and between classical and 
hybrid Distributed Control Systems (DCS). Today we have arrived in 
the age of the ‘Digital Factory’ [1] – just to mention some of the most 
significant innovations.

But instead of dwelling on these innovations, I thought it would 
be more appropriate to tell a few snippets of my own story over the 
past 25 years in Industrial Automation. It has indeed been an inter-
esting journey, not only influenced by developments in industrial 
automation, but also by innovations in other areas such as Informa-
tion Technology (IT), communications, entertainment electronics and 
media. The changes in the political, economic and socio-economic 
backdrop also impacted on the way we do automation.

The birth of E+C… and heavy automation equipment

In the year when E+C was born I was a technician trainee with 
Siemens. At that time there were no cell phones, Internet, digital 
cameras, iPods, iPads, Facebook, blogs or Twitter to command our 
daily itineraries. Cars rarely had air conditioning, electric windows 
or even power steering. I had just completed a project for T3 Digital 
System, using a Commodore 64 home computer to control a sonar 
scanner. My assembler code program controlled a stepper motor to 
rotate a transmitter/receiver, sending out ultrasonic pulses and timing 
the echo signals reflected off objects in the vicinity. The graphic chip 
of the Commodore 64 was impressive for its time. With it I was able 
to plot the echoes of objects as dots on a 360º plot on a TV screen. 
This was the closest I ever came to working with soft controllers and 
embedded automation.

Commodore 64 Home Computer.

One of my first jobs at Siemens was to repair PLC cards, process moni-
tors (adjusting the 25 kV high tension on a Cathode Ray Tube with a 
special multi-meter probe was a true adventure) and early genera-
tion programming units (PGs). The PG670 was a portable – or let me 
rather say ‘transportable’ – computer used for programming PLCs. It 
must have weighed in excess of 25 kg and was wheeled around in a 
massive flight case, the lid of which made for a comfortable seat. The 
unit had to be booted from a 5¼ floppy disk and ran on the propriety 
S5-DOS operating system (a variant of the CP/M operating by Digital 
Research [3]). A second 5¼ floppy disk drive was provided for the PLC 
program, boasting a staggering 2 X 180 kBytes storage capacity per 
disk. Hard drives in those days were much too big and delicate to be 
used in portable devices. These hard disk drives typically consisted of 
stacks of multiple, 14’ platters requiring a special humidity controlled, 

dust free and vibration proof room 
[4].  With the dawning of the Small 
Computer System Interface [5] (SCSI) 
in 1986, the first affordable compact 
hard drives could be installed as 
booting and storage devices in port-
able computers.

Floppy Disk (5,25 inch) held a capacity 
of 2 X 180 kBytes.
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Square root function in PLC stops plant!

After leaving the repair workshop facilities, I spent a number of years 
commissioning automation systems at plants in various process 
industries. One such facility was a prototype wax reactor at Sasol 
in Sasolburg. I was responsible for commissioning the Emergency 
Shutdown System (ESD), which was based on a SIMATIC S5 115H 
PLC. For those familiar with this technology, yes, it should have been 
a failsafe S5 115F PLC instead. But because the second-hand DCS 
used for this pilot plant was antiquated and not powerful enough 
to perform all necessary control tasks, much of the functionality 
was implemented in the ‘ESD’ instead. High availability was more 
important than fail safety.

During first start-up of the plant, when the reactor had been heat-
ing up for about two days, the process engineers realised that the 
flow measurements in the PLC had to be square rooted. The square 
root function was not part of the instruction set of the S5 115H PLC. 
I therefore obtained a special function block for this purpose. The 
function block was know-how protected, so that I was unable to do 
a cross reference of flags (memory bits) it contained. I decided to 
write and download a small test program into the PLC. As soon as 
I confirmed the download, the plant tripped! As luck would have it 
the block was using the same flags also used elsewhere in the PLC 
program. The engineer who had written the original PLC code had 
obviously not observed the rules for using scratch pad flags. When I 
owned up to the mistake, the chief process engineer from Badger (a 
company based in Boston, United States of America) remarked: ‘Well, 
I am glad that we could see how the plant reacts to an unplanned 
shutdown. But please don’t do it again!’.

PG670 Programming Unit running on S5-DOS.

PLCs have since rapidly advanced to become powerful enough not 
just to execute conventional DCS, PLC and ESD functions, but also 
embedded Advanced Process Control (APC) such as fuzzy control, 
soft sensor neural networks, adaptive control and model predictive 
control [6]. The classical PLC, DCS and ESD camps were starting to 
come closer together. 

The hybrid DCS, as it was called, became a perfect fit for hy-
brid industries requiring all three types of control. It also made the 
cumbersome interfaces between DCS, PLC and ESD redundant. One 
no longer required three separate engineering stations, three types 
of Human Machine Interface (HMI) and three system specialists to 
configure and maintain them.

Do not disturb – I am on the phone!

I mentioned earlier in this article how some modern technologies 
command our daily lives. On the contrary many inventions have 
actually simplified our work. Those of you who ever had to rely on 
a pager while on standby duty will be able to relate to this. So you 
have this little electronic device clipped to your belt, waiting for that 
dreaded call-out. 

A ‘beep-beep’ accompanied by a gentle vibration triggers the re-
lease of adrenaline into your veins. Now you need to hurry up to find 
the nearest phone and dial the paging company for your message or, 
if you are lucky enough to be equipped with the newer technology, 
the small Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) on the pager displays a mes-
sage: ‘Please phone Peter at 1234...’ Great, there goes your Sunday 
afternoon picnic! But at least your doubtful conscience is cleared of 
the possibility that you may have travelled outside the reach of the 
paging signal!

On another occasion you are woken up around 3:00 by your pager 
beeping away. Who would be looking for you at this unearthly hour? 

You find your pager, just to realise that it is indicating a flat bat-
tery – they were using non-rechargeable batteries. This frequently 
happened in the early hours of the morning, presumably because of 
the drop in temperature during the night.0

What a difference the cell phones made when they invaded our 
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lives in early 1994. I was overseeing the installation and commis-
sioning of control equipment at a new process plant in Secunda. As 
site manager I frequently had to pick up visitors at the gate, go to 
town to buy small material or visit the off-site permit office to renew 
permits for my team members. One day I was approaching Sasol gate 
3 in my car. While talking on my brand new Siemens S1 Marathon 
cell phone – it was then legal to phone while you were driving – I 
showed the security guard my access card. The guard hesitated for 
an unusually long time but eventually raised the boom. Only after I 
had passed through the gate did I notice that I had in fact shown the 
security guard my colleague’s permit instead of mine. Was it mere 
courtesy of the guard not to disrupt my phone conversation or could 
he simply not recognise my face behind the 19 cm tall gadget (the S1 
Marathon measured about 33 cm with the antenna fully extended) 
that made him turn a blind eye to the strict Sasol security regulations?

The Siemens S1 Marathon Cell Phone of 1994 - with the antenna fully 
extended it measured 33 cm - weighing 390 g.

Please be patient – your program is in the post

It was not only the cell phone that changed the way we operated. I 
vividly remember one very late evening in April 1994, when I sat at 
home setting up a somewhat temperamental modem connection 
via my analogue telephone line to a company in the USA. The aim 
was to obtain a simple PLC program from the Original Equipment 
Manufacturer (OEM) for a bottling machine to be commissioned at a 
new brewery near Rooihuiskraal. 

It would have been so much easier to receive an e-mail with an 
attached zipped file or to download the program from a File Transfer 
Protocol (FTP) site. But we did not have the Internet or e-mail, let alone 
e-mails with attachments. The Americans were anxious to complete 
the job and leave South Africa in time before our first democratic 
elections, which were most likely to trigger a major domestic up-
heaval - if not a civil war.

Not only were the Americans skeptical of our elections. May I 
remind you that many of us ‘Whities’ invested in excessive stocks of 
candles and tinned food? 

While the prices of candles and Bully Beef must have soared 
virtually over night, the already low electricity price must have come 
under renewed pressure for the next few years as many people were 
using up their candles, instead of using their still popular ‘Light Emit-
ting Heaters’ (LEHs - a modern variant of Edison’s original filament 
light bulb – nowadays they are widely replaced by fluorescent energy 
saving lamps or Light Emitting Diodes – LEDs). 

Maybe the drop in electricity consumption during those days was 
also to blame for the mothballing of some coal power stations (of 
course this is pure speculation). We simply had too much electricity 
in those days!

Conclusion

Looking back at where we came from 25 years ago it is difficult to 
imagine how technology and society, as we know them today, have 
not always been around. We have become so accustomed to many 
of the gadgets and systems around us, that we are fully dependent 
on them. 

Just try to apply for a new passport when the computers are 
down at Home Affairs. Such occasions often make the older genera-
tion look back and long for the ‘good old times’ when people could 
not ‘hide away’ behind e-mails but instead picked up the phone to 
speak to their customers in person. Nostalgia isn’t what it used to 
be [7]. In contrast to this, the younger generation would tell us to 
‘chill’, arguing that we were so ‘like totally random’ with our outdated 
views and that instead we should ‘check out’ the latest ‘like totally 
cool techno-stuff’. Sorry guys, I would have written this article in 
SMS Lingo [8] but cut us ‘fossils’ some slack as we are still trying to 
come to terms with the technology leaps ‘from the transistor to the 
Digital Factory’ [9].
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